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Executive Summary 

Hours worked

All data included within this report is up to date as of 3 March 2022. 

This performance report is provided to assist the Board and Executive 

to fulfil their leadership and management responsibilities in respect of 

health and safety. All incidents within the report have been reviewed 

by the Health, Safety & Wellbeing Division.



RIDDOR & Lost Time Incident frequency rates 



Performance 
by Supplier 
across the 
Supply Chain 

Performance by Supplier



Performance by Supplier across Major Projects  



Performance by Supplier across Operations 



Performance by Supplier across Operations (continued)  



Lost Time Incidents recorded by Supplier 



Utility Strikes recorded by Supplier 



Summary of Significant Supply Chain Incidents reported



Site Inspections



Impact Protection Vehicle (IPV) Strikes 

Map displays the previous 12 months events.



Map displays the previous 12 months events

Infrastructure Incidents including Bridge Strikes 



Map displays the previous 12 months events.

Vehicle incursions into roadworks 
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• Tailgating marketing messaging 

Safe people  - Future Compliance Technologies - tailgating

The findings from the tailgating detection trials have been used to inform the next wave of the tailgating marketing campaign

running from 28 Feb – 27 March 2022. The knowledge and input gained from the tailgating detection trials, such as the 

frequency of the behaviour and demographical insight (age and gender) have been used to better inform and contribute to the 

marketing messaging and associated press activity. To date, the core tailgating messaging has been to ‘keep a 2 second gap’. 

Our input advised when traveling at 70mph the appropriate gap is 3.1seconds. Our trial has demonstrated over 60,000 

instances of road users keeping less than a 2 second gap and therefore consideration and advice given has resulted in an 

amendment to the messaging to ‘keep at least a 2 second gap’ - advising road users of the minimum distance they should aim 

to keep between them and the vehicle in front. This demonstrates how the outputs of our work have been used to better inform 

safety messaging within communications campaigns to better target and educate road users. The educational material 

produced as part of the Future Compliance technologies project, advising of the appropriate stopping distances can be found 

here.

• UK Road Offender Education (UKROEd’s) - New National Motorway Awareness Course

Safe road users - Red X 

UKROEd’s new National Motorway Awareness course goes live on the 28th February. The work supports the TSC (Transport 

Select Committee) report to step up the advice to drivers, so they have the information they need about how smart motorways 

work and how to use them safely. This specifically supports the ongoing  work to improve Red X compliance as part of 

stocktake action 14 which includes the upgrading of the cameras to enable Red X enforcement. The current course has been 

running for nearly 5 years with approximately 100,000 drivers attending each year. The course was reviewed in 2021 with input

from the Road User Safety Group and several other areas of the business, such as one of the RCC’s which features in the 

short film to demonstrate how we manage our motorways and rationale behind setting various signs and signals. The new, 

updated version of the course has been tested and was ready to launch early February. The course covers Red X, variable 

speed limits, phantom traffic jams and more. More information on the NMAC/i NMAC (the National motorway awareness 

course) can be found here. Our own website contains useful information to help you use smart motorways safely. 

https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/assets.highwaysengland.co.uk/Corporate+documents/Tailgating+leaflet.PDF
https://www.ukroed.org.uk/courses/
https://nationalhighways.co.uk/road-safety/red-x/
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• Partnership Compliance Event

Safe Road Users - Mobile phone use and distracted driving

National Highways South East regional staff, Hampshire Constabulary, Thames Valley Police, and Stagecoach Buses joined 

together in partnership to deliver a three-day safety event in Area 3 aimed at targeting distracted drivers on the strategic road 

network, in line with the NPCC calendar priority for February.  Operation Bus was delivered in the same way as our national 

Operation Tramline but using a bus rather than a truck cab as the spotter vehicle.  The first day saw activity focussed on the A34 

near Oxford, with 15 offenders stopped.  Day two covered the rest of the A34 and some of the A31, and the final day covered the 

southern section of the A34, much of the A31, part of the A303, and sections of the M3, M27, and M271 as well, bringing the total 

number of drivers stopped to around 50.   High risk behaviours observed included van and car drivers texting and scrolling on

phones while driving, making calls, a van driver holding a phone in one hand and a coffee cup in the other while joining the M27

from the M3 steering with the back of one wrist, a lorry driver eating a pot of baked beans at the wheel, and several flatbed vans 

with insecure loads.  The A34 and A31 have seen a number of serious collisions known or thought to be a result of distracted 

driving, so this sort of partnership work to improve compliance and spread awareness of the laws relating to phone and handheld 

device use at the wheel are a particularly welcome addition to existing initiatives such as Tramline and Orbital.  The first day of 

activity was widely covered in the local press, with ITV Meridian putting the following report out at the close of the days of activity.

• Driving for Better Business

Safe vehicles, safe road users - Advance Driver Assistance Systems

DfBB continues to engage with organisations becoming partners and those who can play a key influencing role. Some key 

engagements in February included the Institute of Highways Engineers, Teletrac Navman and System Edstrom. DfBB launches a 

new safety campaign each month under the banners of Safety, Efficiency, and Sustainability and in February the topic was 

Advance Driver Assistance Systems. We have developed with Thatcham Research, HGV Advanced Emergency Braking 

System (AEBS) Resources including videos and awareness factsheets for Transport Managers. Independent road safety 

campaigner Meera Naran backed the campaign, saying “The impact of a HGV versus any other vehicle or vulnerable road user 

can be catastrophic if not fatal.  No one wakes up in the morning intending to harm another person and we all have a responsibility 

of keeping not only ourselves but others safe on our roads. Emergency braking systems have been shown to reduce the risk of 

fatal collisions and I will continue to campaign for legislation to be passed to implement this life saving technology on all vehicles in 

my son Dev’s memory, with the proposal of calling it Dev’s Law.”

Roads Minister Baroness Vere said ‘I’m grateful to Driving for Better Business for producing this informative guidance. I would 

urge all HGV drivers and operators to learn more about and use this innovative technology, which could potentially be life-saving 

on the road’

http://www.itv.com/news/meridian/2022-02-17/lorry-driver-caught-eating-baked-beans-with-both-hands-off-wheel
https://www.drivingforbetterbusiness.com/articles/stop-right-there-understand-the-life-saving-kit-on-your-hgv/
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• Operation Tramline 

Safe Vehicles and Safe People - Commercial Vehicle Incident Prevention Safer Vehicles

Between 14th – 22nd January 2022, Tri-Force Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire (BCH) Police had use of the South Operation Tramline HGV tractor unit 

which stopped 61 vehicles, capture 70 offences and issue 66 interventions. During the operation the driver of a 50 ton ‘exceptional convoy’ was spotted texting on his 

mobile phone for which he was fined at the roadside. In another incident a driver was arrested for a ‘threats to kill warrant’ on behalf of Northants Police.  The BCH Twitter 

feed (see below) was very active during the Tramline week, with uploads of captured offences attracting 210 ‘likes’ and 90 ‘commen ts’ on the Twitter community.  BCH 

estimated that the response from the public on Twitter was 99% positive. BCH Police welcomed use of the HGV tractor unit and are booking more Tramline time as they 

have recently started a new Casualty Reduction & Commercial Vehicle Unit.  

https://twitter.com/roadpoliceBCH?ref_src=twsrc^google|twcamp^serp|twgr^author


Health, Safety & Wellbeing Team Update
Health Safety & Wellbeing team 


